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摘要 

人們透過不斷的累積生活經歷來豐富生命，而回憶能幫助我們重溫情感及審視事件的

意義。但是隨著科技進步，人們使用智慧型手機拍攝數位照片的數量呈現爆炸性的成長，

但卻很少有機會再回去觀看所拍攝的照片。 

在設計一開始的探索階段，我們嘗試在日常生活的行為中增加隨機性。透過草圖、紙

板模型探索許多不同的概念，包含：當使用者開關燈時會隨機印出照片的桌燈、當撕去一

頁時會印出一張照片的日曆。然而，隨著不斷與使用者做原型測試的過程，對於設計空間

有更深入的了解，促使我們專注在熱感紙作為照片載體的素材性及可觸知性。 

為了更深入探索設計空間，我們用風扣板(foam core)製作了4個原型探針。每一個原型內

都包含了15張來自受測者社交平台(例如Facebook、Instagram)的公開照片。我們將這些照片縮

小並調整成半色調的黑白照片用以模擬熱感印表機的列印品質，隨後印製成長條的紙卷裝

設在設計原型內。除此之外，我們隨機的在每張照片下方加上一句文字，文字的內容有受

測者發佈照片時寫的文字、受測者發佈在社交平台上的狀態、或一句名人的摘句。4位受測

者皆經過為期一週的使用，每日從設計原型內抽出張照片。透過訪談了解了文句與照片的

組合對於回憶喚回及懷舊經驗的影響後，我們決定捨棄文句與照片的組合並著手設計The 

Reflexive Printer。 

The Reflexive Printer是一個陪伴個人懷舊行為的設計系統，其包含一實體設計物與手機 

app。系統會隨機地從使用者手機內挑選一張照片，將之轉換為半色調黑白照片後印在熱感

應紙上，隨後並刪除該數位照片。當收到這樣的一張實體照片時，使用者可以拍攝照片上

的條碼，用來回存該照片的數位版本；或任其數位版本被刪除並保留該實體、低解析度的

黑白照片於他／她的生活世界。我們將 The Reflexive Printer放置在兩位受測者的生活場域

中進行2~3週的測試。透過日記法與訪談了解這樣的系統在受測者的生活中扮演什麼樣的角

色，以及受測者如何看待這樣的互動系統。 

本篇論文從造型發展、素材選擇、加工方法等面向展示如何製作一個陪伴個人懷舊行為的

設計物，並進一步紀錄我們在設計過程中所遭遇到的挑戰 
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Abstract  
The Reflexive Printer is a design example we proposed to address the topic of 

technology-mediated reminiscence. The intention of the design is to provoke users’ reflection 

on the normality of excessive production in digital pictures as well as to accompany their daily 

practices of reminiscence and photo selection. In this pictorial, we report on how we crafted a 

personal reminiscence companion from form developments, material choices, to crafting 

methods, and further document the challenges we met during the design process.  

Introduction  
Life is an accumulation of experiences. Memories are the way we review the emotions and the 

meaning of every incidents. With the improving mobile technologies, people have been taking 

more and more digital photos with their smart phones, but seldom have chances to revisit 

them.  

The Reflexive Printer(Tsai et al., 2014) is a set of cross-material design, including a physical 

artifact and a mobile application. The system randomly picks a picture from a personal 

collection of digital photos, transforms it into a halftone image on a thermo sensitive paper, 

and then deletes its digital counterpart in the digital album. When receiving such a material 

image, a user can choose to “ruminate” it to the digital collection by scanning the barcode on 

the paper and recollecting it. Otherwise, allowing it to be deleted, a user will only keep the 

tangible embodiment of a digital picture with low-resolution in his/her life world. In this paper, 

we focus on how we crafted the physical artifact to become a personal reminiscence 

companion from form developments, material choices, to crafting methods, and further 

document the challenges we met during the design processes.  

Since research through design(Zimmerman et al., 2007) was introduced, design perspective has  
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gained its popularity within the HCI community. As design practice increasingly being integrated 

in HCI research community, traditional academic paper format often leaves little room for  

designers to report on aspect of “conversations with materials (Schön, 1992).” In this paper, we 

use a photo essay format, introduced by Jarvis et al.(2012), in which we believe that we can 

better communicate the design process, decisions chosen, and the details of the interactive 

product and system to the HCI community.  

Keywords：Technology-mediated reminiscence; Experience-centered design; Photo essay  

 

Design Exploration 

 
In the early phase of the design exploration, we intended to interweave serendipity into 

the daily routine with a thermal printer and also providing resources for creative 

association while encountering these unexpected activities. We explored several ideas 

with sketches and cardboard mockups, including a series of desk lamps that randomly 

print out pictures when people turn them on, and a daily calendar that prints out a picture 

when people tear off a page. However, as the prototyping process went on with the 

participants, a deeper understanding of the design space was reflected, and a more 

focused design choice on tangibility of printout itself was made.  
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To explore the design space, we made four design probes with foam-core boards. Each of 

these probes contains 15 photos of one participant gathered from his/her social media 

album(uploaded and shared through mobile phones) such as Facebook and Instagram. 

These photos were downsized and half-toned to simulate the quality of thermal printouts and 

then printed on a long string of paper stored inside the printer prototype. In addition, we 

randomly added a sentence alongside a printed image. The sentence might be from the 

description of the photo, a post of users’ social media activities, or a quote from a celebrity. 

After four participants’ one-week field studies, the influences of different combinations of 

images and texts on memory recollection and reminiscence experiences were collected by 

interview accounts.  

 

 

Lessons Learned from Exploration 

From the probing, we learned that texts sometimes draw too much of users’ attention away 

from photos. Users often regarded a quote and a photo as two completely different entities 

and were unable to associate them together to create new meaning. That is to say, too much 

new information, e.g. quotes from celebrities, might interrupt the thinking flow of 

reminiscence. A post from the past self, on the other hand, did not attract enough attention of 

users; instead, users usually recognized them right away and simply skipped them without 
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further thought provocation. These findings played as an anticipatory framing for us to focus  

 

 

on “just enough information” for eliciting reminiscence.  

Based on what we have discovered from above explorations, we decided that the printer 

should be biomorphic and regarded as a sort of pet by users. In order to reach this goal 

without raising the manufacture complexity, a simple form with a little biological 

characteristic was chosen to be the design direction. Because we were interested in how 

users would interact with the physical, downgraded version of digital photos they have taken, 

we abandoned the idea of adding quotes or words from users’ own social media alongside 

photos.  

Although others quotes and users’ own words did not benefit reminiscence experiences, we 

discovered that some of the participants had interesting interpretation on the form of the 

prototype. The probe we gave them was treated as some kind of creature. They mentioned 

that there was a feeling of being accompanied when the probe was in the presence with their 

past memories in it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design Detail 
Form 

 

Considering how the device is encountered and used in everyday life, we explored the form 

through a variety of sketches and CAD rendering. The design we ended up with is a box 

shape body supported by three relatively thin frames that forms the legs of a creature, two 

on the sides and one on the back. On the body, there’s a open lip on the front with a gap for 

printouts.  
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Material 

 

From previous explorations, we found that users mostly place the printer in household 

environment. In order to blend it into everyday texture, we chose pinewood to construct the 

body of the printer, for pine wood is a kind of material widely used in high-value carpentry items 

and household environment. As for the legs, we chose steel for it rusts gradually throughout 

time, giving a sense of living object.  
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Crafting 

We employed two methods to construct the wooden body, one improving the previous one. The 

first body was constructed by six pinewood boards of 1.8 cm thick. Boards were screwed together 

where each hole created by the screw was filled with a piece of wood and later was polished 

thoroughly to create a fine surface. The problem with the first method is that in order to create 

enough space for the components that go inside, the size of the body gets a little larger than what 

we thought. This led to our second method, milling a case entirely from a pine wood cube. With the 

second method, we were able to reduce the thickness of each border and therefore to shrink the 

body size, meanwhile creating a perfect surface.  
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Design Challenge 

Design for maintainability 

Because the paper roll is in a limited length, we have to refill the paper roll every so often. 

We’ve faced this issue during the de-bugging session where we were running tests on the 

printer for the best results. This raised the issue of maintainability of the Reflexive Printer. 

Because the printer module we used was actually in a product-like condition that we aren’t able 

to adjust the components in a desired position, for the first version, we designed a pair of wood 

stand that has a trench on each of them to hold and be screwed tight with the printer module, 

and for the second version, we screwed a pair of angle bracket on the bottom of printer module 

then screwed onto the body from inside.  

 

Component arrangement 

Another challenge was the space arrangement of the printer module and the Arduino board. In 

the first version of Reflexive Printer, in order to make the printouts smoothly come out on the 

proper side from the gap we milled on the lip, and set the I/Os on the back of the body, we 

arranged the Arduino board underneath the printer module, where the printer module is tilted 

for 45 degrees approximately.  

As for the second version, because our goal was to reduce the size of the entire body, we 

abandoned the tilt of the printer module for it occupies more space, resulting a more compact 

arrangement of all the components but with the tradeoff of smooth printouts.  
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Related Work 

During the design process, we were informed by two design artifacts about designing a 

personal printing device. “Little Printer is a product of now. It is a product, a tangible thing, but 

is also a product, in the sense of a consequence, of contemporary culture. It humbly and 

accessibly exemplifies how physical and digital have merged to become one, to become hybrid 

objects, to demonstrate how objects might become networked, and how domestic objects might 

behave(Hill, 2013).” Little Printer is an Internet connected printing device that prints out photos 

or messages sent from friends or families, or publications such as news feeds, social alerts, 

games, and puzzles. It is a printer with human characteristic that accompanies the user in their 

working environment. Photobox(Odom et al., 2012) is a device that it occasionally prints a 

photo inside a wooden chest, where the photo is randomly selected from the user’s Flickr 

account. It is a design artifact that can be regarded as an example of slow technology, the term 

introduced by Hallnäs and Redström in 2001. 

 

Field study 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We deployed two Reflexive Printer systems, one for each of our two participants YJ and YT. In 

this study, we focused on understanding the users’ sense-making and initial experiences (the 

first three weeks) with the artifact. As dialogs between researchers and participants evolved 

through interviews, we also continuously constructed the knowledge required to reveal the 

meaning of the emerging phenomena in situ. Participant feedback from retrospective 

interviews (elicited by diaries) of the first and third week of usage also helped us reconfigure 

the research settings and adjust the functionality of the artifacts. Rather than simply verifying 

hypotheses, we reflexively reviewed what we had found and learned what impelled us toward a 

better understanding of how to design technology with drawbacks that promote reminiscence. 

Thus, the two participants experienced slightly different research processes, based on their 

individual habits (e.g. the printing time), preferences (e.g. diary tool) and even insights we had 

gained from the other participant.  
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Findings 

Artifact as an Intersubjective Interlocutor 

Participants saw the Reflexive Printer as a living organism that they could talk to: “I kind of 

imagine it as a...how should I put it? It is not a robot, and it is for sure not a printer. Oh, yes, it 

should have a ‘wanting to communicate with me about something’ kind of setting” (YJ). 

Furthermore, they projected emotions onto it: “I was away for two days, so Ididn’t pay attention 

to it. Then when I finally returned, I noticed three pieces of paper came out, as if it was telling me 

that it was feeling left out.” (YJ) 

The Reflexive Printer gave the users opportunities to review their memories and behavior: “I 

don’t often look through the photos I take, unless I need to upload the photos, [...] it really 

reminded me of the photos I took before” (YJ). YT also said: “Not until I looked at the photos did I 

realize that I had the habit of shooting anything.” 

We noticed that the participants seldom used the ruminate function to restore deleted digital 

photos. From the participants’ accounts, one reason they did not ruminate many pictures was 

that they knew we did not “really” delete their photos. We also set no deadline for using the 

barcode. Thus they could defer their judgment and accept the decision made by the artifact. 

 

Limited or Altered Information for Meaning Making 

The restricted color and altered resolution of the original image facilitated YT’s active 

self-construction of autobiographical memory(Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000): “Although it is in 

black and white, it enables me to recall the colors and sound from the memory. [...] It is easier for 

me to recall the feeling of that moment when the photo is blurry. [...] That feeling is like, there is 

no word to explain or be written, maybe, it is just different from the real photo. Maybe it is the 

medium.” (YT) 

Although we tried to avoid system flaws, some still occurred when data was transferred from the 

digital world to the physical world. The nearby pixels of an image sometimes interfered with each 

other in the printer’s memory while printing. This phenomenon sometimes resulted in printing 

scrambled codes or cropping of the images. However, these unexpected events might be 

resources for serendipity through human interpretation. For example, YT said, “The photo was 

printed when I woke up, and a series of characters were printed: ‘UUUUUU.’ It feels like it was 

talking to me by saying ‘you you you you you’, I was like, are you talking to me?” 
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Materiality in the Wild 

The character of the thermal printouts encouraged creative and casual interactions with 

mementos beyond the constrained space of a touch screen: ”I don’t have time to journal now, so 

I’ll bring it with me. I was thinking that maybe when I am free I could just conveniently take it out 

[of my pocket], because if I put it on the shelf, it could too easy get blown away by the wind” (YJ). 

Sometimes, it led to a meaningful and rich interpretation of “deletion”: “It can be a replacement 

for a journal. It’s like when we are having this interview, I could simply take it from my pocket, 

but then I find out that it is not in these pants, so I have to go back and look for it” (YJ) 

The retargeting of materiality made perceptible the implicit accumulation in the digital world. 

The innate materiality of the thermal print also brought out the dilemma of keeping or letting go: 

“I feel like it is not something I would want to put on the wall or somewhere else, because it is 

just a temporary copy. [...] If I want to recycle them, I will have to take a picture of each bar code, 

so I wouldn’t just throw it in the bin. So, I really haven’t found a perfect place for these prints” 

(YT). By reflecting user habits from the digital world, we intended to provoke them to change: “If 

I tear off the photos, the number of photos will accumulate, so I leave it on the machine [...] But I 

would also think that when I have free time, I should do something with the long, attached 

photos.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reminiscing in Daily Routine 

The embodiment of the Reflexive Printer could anchor a situated feeling, an expectation, and a 

touchpoint for interaction. It seemed to be a companion waiting to be noticed by its owner’s 

peripheral perception: “When I get to my room, I suddenly recall its existence. [...] Like 

something is waiting for you right there” (YT). There is a similar account from YJ, “I imagine it as 

something that is always there. It gives me a sort of expectation and curiosity to find out which 

photo will be printed. And it could become something that I can interact with when I am free, or 

put aside when I am busy.” 
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We saw a participant’s imagination of a preferred state with the Reflexive Printer: “It can be 

something connected to user habit, and it’s purpose can be more than just taking a look at the 

photo. Nighttime storytelling is not a bad idea, it’s like a special thing you do before  

you go to bed” (YJ). It might not be only an appropriation of a utilized tool but a meaningful, 

lightweight, and continuous participation in users’ daily practice. 

One of the participants even had an unconscious connection to the Reflexive Printer when 

waking up one morning: “In the morning, I thought I heard the printing sound from the machine. 

I felt excited, but I continued my sleep. When I woke up, I found no printed photos—it was like I 

was dreaming” (YT). This connection and engagement might open a design space we did not 

consider, the dreaming experience. As in another of YT’s experiences, “I was a bit frightened 

when I woke up and found out that the printing sound actually matched the sound in my dream, 

[...] I was dreaming that the professor was knocking on the attendance book—-exactly the sound 

from the machine.” 

 

Reflection 
To summarize, we highlight four insights that we obtained from our study, which might not be 

conclusive as design implications because only two participants were involved with this initial 

prototype. Nevertheless, these insights resonate with our intention to understand how to 

provide a “better” reminiscence experience 

 

Humble form and function initiate intersubjective dialog. 

When we weakened the role of the artifact using a humble form and drawbacks in its functions, 

participants seemed to initiate a dialogical and empathetic relationship with it. We believe that 

some changes in perspectives may occur in this intersubjective relationship. Such changes are 

important for memory shaping in reminiscence. 

 

Minimal information encourages active and personal interpretation 

The system’s recollection drawbacks, as perceived by the users—such as the halftone images and 

printer errors, encouraged them to actively recollect the other event details and reconstruct 

them with their own interpretations. The features not, or not yet, perceived as drawbacks, such 

as slow rumination (the storage drawback) and material decay (the retention drawback), may still 

have affected participants’ expectations of daily activities and experiences of reminiscence. 

 

Materiality enriches the context for reminiscence 

In the results, the retargeting into materiality of digital photos enriched the performance of 

reminiscence and helped us embody our critical intentions. The material affordance inherited 

from the thermal paper provided an opportunity for creative usage and diversified 

interpretations for a single concept in the digital world. Furthermore, we could leverage the 

materiality to bring hidden issues from users’ lives to the center of discussion. 

 

Embodiment anchors expectations in the routine grounds of everyday activities 

One main purpose of reminiscing is the construction of expectations and the stimulation of 
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imagination about the future. We found that the embodiment of the artifact in lightweight,  

routine, and meaningful interactions helped users appropriate it into their daily practices with 

personal expectations (sometimes unconsciously). 

 

Conclusion 
Although we have revealed some insights throughout the research through design process, the 

research is still in an explorative phase. We’re interested in learning more from the long-term 

experience of the reflexive printer system. Following a critical making process, 

probing-making-testing, we are able to learn from what the participants have experienced, 

creating an intersubjective relation with the participants. We’d like to highlight that designing for 

reminiscence should be seen as experience-centered and value-sensitive, rather than utilitarian 

design, and regarding our participants as co-researcher “in wild” helps bring what we did not 

anticipated to light. 
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